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Scanning / Photographing Originals

Been covered in previous talks

Remember the Basics:

Start with best version of the photograph you’ve got – Negatives may be better then prints.

I always scan at 600 x 600 dpi and in Colour – even if B&W pictures

Scanners in the Oxfordshire Libraries have capability to scan slides and negatives.

GIMP natively opens files saved in its own file format (extension “XCF”) 
And the most common image file formats e.g.: JPEG (JPG); GIF; PNG; TIFF to name a few of the common ones.

It does not natively support the “RAW” image file format. However, there are add-ons that can do this and much more.



GIMP 

What is it?

GNU
Image
Manipulation
Program

GNU = GNU is Not Unix

• Cross-platform image editor (runs on virtually anything except mobile phones).
• Generally free to download and use.
• Open Source – means:

• it can be updated and have new features added by anybody.
• Different people can provide there own versions of it
• Easy for developers to produce 3rd party plugins and make them available.

• Version available to Run as a portable application (Windows only) – i.e. off an external drive.

Web-site:   https://www.gimp.org

So fullname is:  GNU is Not Unix Image Manipulation Program 

but the GNU part can be expanded to GNU is Not Unix and so on.



Some terms relating to GIMP and similar photo editing programs:

Layers - Layers are stacks of images, not necessarily the same image.  They allow the making of composite images from 
different elements and at the same time allow each element to be editable in its own right.   Layers stack on top of one 
another and only see the top layer unless it is transparent, invisible or opaque.

Masks – Control how visible a given layer is.   A White mask – everything is visible – Black Mask – Nothing visible - for in 
between you use shades of Gray.

Note not all graphic formats understand layers so saving as one of these will lose the layers but not the effect.



Installing GIMP for the 1st time

• Download the installer from the website:  https://www.gimp.org

• Run the installer 

• Follow on-screen prompts

• Start GIMP

The portable app needs some additional steps and is available from:

https://portableapps.com/apps/graphics_pictures/gimp_portable

https://www.gimp.org/
https://portableapps.com/apps/graphics_pictures/gimp_portable


Opening / Saving files in GIMP

First make a copy of the file.

Start GIMP

To open a file:    File  Open  Select file

To save in GIMP’s native format:  File  Save  or File  Save As 

To save in non-native format need to export rather then save:   File  Export As…    

by default the File type is determined by the extension – for some file types i.e. JPEG’s additional option 
screen will appear. 

Note: Exporting to file formats that don’t support layers the image will be flattened and individual 
layer information lost.

Always save at least one GIMP native version of any edited file to allow future edits.                  



Demos of:

• Opening and saving a file.

• Adding text (both methods)

• Adding an image from another file. 

• Small rotation of an image

• Cropping an image 

• Prospective tool

• Tone Mapping  (see slide)

• Using the clone tool to repair damage



Adding Text 

Two approaches – in both cases the text is inserted as an extra layer so can be edited.

Increase canvas size and place 
text outside the image

Place text within the image



Adding images from another picture

Open both images in GIMP 

Donor image:  Select and cut the relevant part of the image to be inserted.

Recipient image:

Create a new layer – Layer  New Layer  (Give it a name)

Make a rough note of where you want the imported image to be.

Select the new layer and Turn off the original layer.

Paste the image cut earlier

Use the Toolbox tools  - Move & Scale to roughly place the image in the right place.

Turn on the original layer and fine tune the placement of the inserted image.

Save the file as a GIMP File

Export to JPG or PNG for printing etc.    



Brightening Dark Images

Several Different Ways

Two will be shown next.



Tone Mapping and Shadow Recovery Using GIMP’s ‘Colors/Exposure’

Open file  (if JPG – save to get a GIMP Version)

Set to 32 Bit floating point linear precision   (Image  Precision  32 bit….  / Dialog box = Linear)

Make a duplicate layer.   ( Layer  Duplicate Layer – then rename the layer)

Select the new layer and turn off the other layer.

Use “Colors  Exposure” to add +1 to the exposure  (try different values to get different results).

Add a inverse Grayscale mask to the layer.  Layer Mask  Add Layer Mask  - Dialog box: Grayscale Copy of the layer 
and “invert mask” 

Click on layer mask – Colors  Auto  Stretch Contrast  (Keep colours)

Make other layer visible.

Save as GIMP file and then Export to JPG or PNG for printing – email etc.



Using Overlay & Screen Mask

Open file – Save as a GIMP File

Create a duplicate Layer – Rename it “Overlay”

Ensure the new layer is selected and then:
Colors -> Invert  /   Colors -> Desaturate / Layers -> Mask -> Add Layer Mask – Grayscale copy

Change Layer Mode to Overlay.

Highlight the “original” image – Create another duplicate layer – Rename it “Screen” – move to the 
top of the stack.

Select the “Screen” layer:   Layer -> Mask -> Add Layer Mask –> Grayscale copy & Invert the colors.

Set overlay mode to Screen.

Duplicate the Screen Layer – several times.



Combining 2 images to make a bigger picture (Stitching) 

Open both images in GIMP

Determine canvas size of 2nd image.

Increase size of 1st image to allow space for 2nd image

Select all the 2nd image and cut – then paste as a “New Layer” into the 1st image.

Use the Move & Rotate tools to line the images up.

Crop the images to fit. (Layer  Crop to Selection)

Fit the canvas to the combined layers.

Optional adjust Contrast etc on each layer to better match.

Optional merge the layers and adjust the image contrast etc.  (with 2nd layer selected use Layer -> Merge down)

Save the file as GIMP Format – Export to JPG etc for printing.



On-line how to do tutorials

For further help and inspiration look at the on-line GIMP Wiki & Tutorials

GIMP Wiki - wiki.gimp.org

GIMPS own - https://www.gimp.org/tutorials/

Plenty of others on YouTube – just google what you want to do just be sure to add GIMP to the search.

https://wiki.gimp.org/
https://www.gimp.org/tutorials/


Still baffled
give it a go.

Its free and takes little 
space on disk


